Intimate
Phoenix
Medium Super
King Mattress
by King Koil
Rise with the Phoenix! Allow yourself to get the rest you
deserve with the Intimate Phoenix Medium Super
King Mattress by King Koil. This mattress is made in
New Zealand using an advanced spring system which
will support your body and comfort layers that will
relieve pressure. The Intimate Phoenix mattress offers
you unparalleled support and comfort allowing you to
wake up feeling more refreshed and ready for the day
ahead. The Intimate Phoenix range by King Koil is the
perfect choice for a restful sleep offering maximum
spinal support designed and endorsed by the
International Chiropractors Association. Like all King
Koil beds, the Intimate Phoenix range is endorsed by
the Sensitive Choice program, making it an ideal choice
for people who suffer from asthma and allergies.
Features: Luxury natural fiber blend of Wool and
Cashmere Premium knit fabric with adaptive
temperature regulating technology AeroComfort
technology provides breathable pressure-relieving
comfort that is more resistant to body impression. Cool
to touch Gel-infused memory foam helps to relieve the
pressure that can cause tossing and turning Support:
Micro Comfort Coils conform to your body shape to
provide superior comfort The Reflex Platinum responds
to your individual size, shape and sleep position,
Primary coils and 345 active coils are combined to
provide the support that your body needs. Benefits:
Natural fibres and AeroComfort temperature regulating
technology to help keep you cool, dry and comfortable
Pressure-relieving comfort allowing you a more restful

night’s sleep Reduces movement from transferring
across the bed between you and your partner Comfort
Level - Medium Proudly New Zealand made. Mattress
Height: 32 cm Full Range Available: Width Length
Single 92 cm 188 cm Long Single 92 cm 203 cm King
Single 107 cm 203 cm Double 138 cm 188 cm Queen
153 cm 203 cm King 168 cm 203 cm Super King 183
cm 203 cm Californian King 203 cm 203 cm Please
note: Price stated is for one Intimate Phoenix Medium
Super King Mattress only. Image displayed is of the
Queen mattress and is indicative only. Bed base,
headboard, and other accessories are not included.
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Super King
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Warranty

Manufacturers
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